
Sureline Systems COO George Symons
Reviews 2017 Cloud Migration Predictions
Enterprise-Class Cloud Migration
Innovator Answers the Question: How
Far Has the Cloud Industry Really Come
in 2017?

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, December 13, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sureline Systems,
a leader in enterprise-class physical and
virtual server, and cloud migration and
disaster recovery software solutions
today revealed their year-end review of
the original 2017 major industry analyst
predictions. With data growth showing no signs of slowing down and the variety of cloud migration
solutions on the market, there continues to be a large amount of end-user confusion when it comes to
how best to address their cloud migration options. Now at the end of 2017 Sureline Systems COO
George Symons reviews the top five industry analyst predictions to see how far the market has
actually evolved in 2017 and where it might be heading in 2018.

Tweet this: @SurelineSystems #cloud migration innovator reviews 2017 industry pundits predictions
read complete story at http://www.surelinesystems.com/news-events/

1.	Chinese firms will be the key drivers of the global cloud evolution
My Perspective:  There has been significant growth in the Chinese public cloud market in 2017.
There is significant competition, but it is not impacting the global market yet.  Most of the growth has
been domestic and we are just starting to see growth outside of China.

2.	Lift-and-shift tools will improve and make cloud migration easier
My Perspective:  The lift-and-shift migration tools continue to evolve and improve.  There continues to
be greater ease of use, and the number of complementary technologies for scoping and workload
assessment are making planning easier.

3.	Hybrid cloud networking will remain the weak link in hybrid cloud
My Perspective: Networking will be a weak link in both hybrid cloud and cloud migration for years to
come.  But it is not necessarily the weakest link. Each operating system vendor is working a hybrid
cloud strategy and all of them are at different stages, and in most cases they are public cloud specific,
thus not allowing for a multi-cloud strategy.

4.	By 2018, the cloud will be a preferred delivery mechanism for analytics, increasing public data
consumption by 150% and paving the way for thousands of new industry applications
My Perspective:  I don’t believe the public cloud has become the preferred delivery mechanism for
analytics yet, but it is well on its way.  There  is no doubt that public cloud data consumption has
increased by at least 150%, and that is just a start.
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5.	More than 85% of enterprise it organizations will commit to multi-cloud architectures by 2018,
driving up the rate and pace of change in it organizations
My Perspective: Multi-cloud is becoming an imperative for enterprises.  It will take a study to
determine if it has reached 85% of these enterprises actually being commited to a multi-cloud
strategy today, but it is clear that organizations are exploring what it takes to be multi-cloud ready.

About Sureline Systems 
Sureline's patented, award winning SUREedge® is a proven enterprise-class software solution for
Cloud Migration, Cloud Disaster Recovery, Datacenter Consolidation and Application Mobility.
SUREedge reduces risk through encrypted and efficient data transmission, and reliable
transformation of the entire application, its data and interdependencies from source server to the
target server virtualization or Cloud. It is easy-to- deploy and manage through a single UI, with
automated discovery, no agents to install, and is completely non-disruptive. SUREedge is source and
destination agnostic working to/from any physical server, any hypervisor (including hyperconverged
infrastructures), any cloud, and any storage. Customers worldwide trust SUREedge to meet their
workload migration, disaster recovery and application mobility objectives. Sureline is headquartered in
San Jose, CA., and its products and services are available through a global network of VARs and
technology service providers.
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